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Limits to Cell Size

Lesson 1



Limits to Cell Size
The larger a cell becomes, the more difficult certain cell 

processes become that will allow the cell to maintain 

HOMEOSTASIS.

O Information Overload: too much work for the DNA to 

manage control over.

O Exchange of Materials: the volume of the cell 

becomes too large for the cell membrane to meet 

demands the cell is making for nutrients, water, 

gases, etc.



Limits to Cell Size

O The larger a cell becomes, the more 

demands the cell places on its DNA.

O In addition, a larger cell is less 

efficient in moving nutrients and 

waste materials across the cell 

membrane.



Information “Overload”

O Living cells store critical information in DNA.

O As the cell grows, it uses that information to 

build molecules needed for cell growth.

O But as a cell increases in size, its DNA 

doesn’t.

O If a cell were to grow too large, an 

information crisis would occur.

O Ex: small library in a growing city.



Exchanging Materials

O Food, oxygen, water, and waste are 

exchanged through the cell membrane.

O The larger a cell, the more of nutrients 

needed and waste produced.

O The rate at which this exchange takes 

place depends on the surface area of 

the cell, which is the total area of its 

cell membrane.



Ratio of Surface Area to 
Volume in Cells



Division of the Cell

O Before it becomes too large, a growing 

cell divides, forming 2 “daughter” 

cells by a process called cell division.

O Before cell division occurs, the cell 

copies all of its DNA.

O Cell division solves the problem of 

increasing size by reducing cell 

volume.



Cell Division and 
Reproduction

Asexual Reproduction

O Single parent

O Simple, efficient

O Produces genetically 

identical offspring; AKA 

a clone

O Lacks diversity

O Example:  binary fission

Sexual Reproduction

O Two parents

O Produced by fusion of 

reproductive cells

O Produces genetically 

different offspring

O Key to diversity



The Process of Cell 
Division

Lesson 2



Role of Chromosomes in Cell 
Division

O The purpose of cell division is to MAKE SURE the new 

cells produced have ALL of the DNA needed for 

normal function.

O THE DNA contains information for LIFE; metabolism, 

homeostasis, growth, reproduction, cell structure and 

function.



Cell Cycle Clock

O Events of the 

cell life cycle

O Cells grow

O Cells work

O Cells prepare 

for mitosis

O Cells divide



Interphase

O Has 3 distinct 

parts:

O G1 = growth and 

work

O S = copy DNA/ 

instructions

O G2 = growth and 

work



Mitosis
O M phase

O Process of cell 

division

O 4 distinct parts:

O Prophase

O Metaphase

O Anaphase

O Telophase



Cytokinesis
O Completes the 

process of cell 

division.

O Division of the 

cell membrane, 

cytoplasm, and 

organelles.

O Result is 2 

functional cells 

with all needed 

structures for 

normal function.





Regulating Cell Division
Discussion

Why do cells divide?

When do cells divide?

How do cells know when to divide?



Regulating Cell Division
SIGNALS tell cells when and how often to divide.

These signals are important in regulating the RATE and 
TIMING of Cell Division

O Cyclins 

O Regulates the Cell Cycle/Times when cells need to divide

O Regulatory Proteins

O INTERNAL regulators respond to events INSIDE the cell to 
promote or limit cell division.

O EXTERNAL regulators respond to events OUTSIDE the cell to 
speed up or slow down cell division.

Cells also need to know when to DIE

O Apoptosis

O Programmed cell death



Cancer

O Disorder in which cells lose the ability to control cell 

growth; “Mitosis gone crazy.”

O Cells lose the ability to respond to cyclins, internal 

and external regulators, and no longer experience 

apoptosis.

What causes cancer?

O Genetics: inherited forms of cancer like breast cancer

O Environmental factors: smoking, pollution, over-

exposure to radiation.




